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Vacuum-packed particle (VPP) systems have been recently used in the development of smart structures
due to their ability to actively change material stiffness through the mechanism of granular jamming. By
altering the strength of the vacuum pressure applied to the particles, the material can be proportionally and
reversibly transitioned from a liquidlike low-stiffness state to a stiff state. The ability to control material
stiffness in this way opens up different possibilities for the design of morphing and smart structures by
allowing them to soften during deformation to reduce actuation energy requirements and to then stiffen
once the desired shape has been achieved to provide a zero-energy holding mechanism. The following
research describes two useful models that predict the mechanical response of VPP beams under flexural
loading. Firstly, four-point bending tests with digital image correlation strain mapping are performed in
order to measure the axial and transverse strains in a bending beam made from vacuum-packed particles.
The test results show a nonlinear mechanical response, including a change in beam thickness with defor-
mation, that motivated an analytical model of the structure incorporating a nonlinear material stress model
based on the Mohr-Coulomb failure envelope. In addition, finite-element simulations are implemented
using a Johnson-Cook model extension to predict the response under loading of three-dimensional beam
elements at different vacuum pressure levels. Lastly, the models are compared to the experimental results,
indicating good agreement. Both methods are shown to be useful for predicting the variation of stiffness
of vacuum-packed particle beams.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vacuum-packed particle (VPP) structures are made of
a large number of discrete material grains (e.g., glass
beads, sand, ground coffee, etc.) held within a sealed elas-
tic membrane [1,2]. The overall structural stiffness can be
reversibly changed from liquidlike to solidlike by remov-
ing the air from within the membrane with a vacuum pump.
The confining pressure created by the vacuum compresses
the grains together, mechanically locking them into a solid
structure in a phenomenon known as granular jamming [3].
The number of grain-to-grain contacts and the grain shear
properties significantly impact the overall effective stiff-
ness of the bulk structure, with a further dependence on
the magnitude of the confining pressure.

In recent years, granular-jamming structures have been
used to build various concepts of smart structures to vary
their stiffness depending on operating conditions. One
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smart structure that used vacuum-packed particles was
Petrovic’s smart dome [4]. The dome has polystyrene
beads inside a polymer membrane and can be reshaped
into different geometries. Granular jamming has also
been applied in the field of soft robotics, particularly for
bending-dominated applications. Cheng et al. developed a
granular robotic arm for gripping delicate objects [5]. The
soft robotic manipulator consists of several parts that can
be actuated into various positions using internal tensioned
cables. The performance of the arm is enhanced by incor-
porating granular jamming. The robot can locally change
the stiffness of each section during deformation without
affecting the overall control of the desired position, allow-
ing the driving actuators’ size and power requirements
to be reduced to achieve a specified stiffness under load.
The most common application and commercialization of
robots using VPP is the universal robotic grip proposed by
Brown et al. [6]. The robot can smoothly adapt its shape
to grab fragile objects like eggs, fruits, etc. Surgical endo-
scope and catheter devices have also been developed and
tested with granular jamming in order to provide variable
stiffness instruments for improved patient care [7,8].
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The present authors have been developing a morphing
aerostructure using vacuum-packed particles to switch the
stiffness of a wing at different flying conditions [9]. The
morphing system is the fish bone active camber (FishBAC)
concept [10] modified with the addition of vacuum-packed
particles. FishBAC is an actuated compliant trailing edge
that bends to actively control airfoil camber and therefore
lift generation. FishBAC achieves changes in lift with sig-
nificantly less drag penalty than traditional aircraft control
surfaces (trailing edge flaps), as shown in recent wind-
tunnel tests [11]. The morphing trailing edge consists of a
collection of stringers attached to a flexible spine to define
the airfoil shape. The spine is a continuous, compliant
structure that smoothly deflects the trailing edge. In this
work, the spaces between adjacent stringers are filled with
granular media (which is ground coffee in the initial exper-
iments), and by turning on and off the vacuum, the bending
stiffness of the spine can be controlled. The morphing con-
cept is morphed with the vacuum off to minimize energy
requirements. Once the desired shape is achieved, the vac-
uum pressure is applied to stiffen the device—providing
increased resistance to external load fluctuations and pro-
viding a zero-energy shape hold. Ground coffee is used
in this initial work because it is light in weight and
rough in shape, with the roughness creating mechani-
cal interlocking, increasing strength. It is envisioned that
higher-performance engineered materials would be used in
real-world applications.

Bending properties are a critical aspect for smart struc-
tures, as achieving good bending stiffness and strength is
a key design requirement for many of the morphing con-
cepts proposed to date. Recent work has focused on the
bending properties of granular media systems. Bartkowski
et al. [12], Brigido et al. [9], and Huijben et al. [13]
have undertaken flexural testing of rectangular beams
made from vacuum-packed particles. Bartkowski sug-
gested three-point bending testing to obtain the nonlinear
stress-strain curves of polyoxymethylene-sphere samples
inside a polyethene membrane. On the other hand, Hui-
jben and Brigido both used four-point bending to quantify
the flexural stiffness of different granular materials.

The most common materials used for vacuum-packed
particle testing and applications are glass beads, styrofoam
balls, ground coffee, seeds, sand, plastic pellets, wooden
sticks, etc. [8,14–18]. The materials according to various
shapes and sizes, were analyzed in triaxial compression
and flexural tests [13,18,19]. The researchers also analyzed
several membranes, including flexible and rigid polymers
[13,15]. The experiment’s findings revealed the following
trends:

(a) Granular-jamming devices composed of rough sur-
face particles (also known as frictional materials in the
literature) are substantially stiffer than other VPP struc-
tures composed of smooth surface particles (frictionless

materials). Triaxial compression tests have reported a
direct correlation between the internal frictional angle
and the structure’s overall stiffness and strength. Fric-
tional particles exhibit greater internal friction angles than
frictionless particles, furthermore a greater stiffness and
strength.

(b) Shape influence has been studied in the definition of
circularity or sphericity, and researchers have been trying
to find whether there is some relationship between internal
friction angle and circularity. The overall stiffness of the
structures has a shape dependence described by the fol-
lowing power law E = (σV)

n. E represents the stiffness, σv
is the confining pressure, and the exponent n is the shape
dependence, which is parameterized by the particle cir-
cularity. However, the shape dependence is dependent on
contact forms, and the power-law shape condition does not
work on certain materials. For example, glass-bead spheres
are well known to create Hertzian contact interaction
among particles. In contrast, nonspheres’ shape particles
can change drastically in many contact areas depending on
interlocking effects (e.g., surface roughness).

(c) The size distribution has been analyzed in terms of
polydispersity for some materials. The testing results sug-
gest that nonuniform collections (a combination of large
and small particles) present higher stiffness and strength
than uniform-collections (same size particles). Nonuni-
form collections can fill cavities where only small particles
can fit and increase the number of contacts by entangling
with large particles. Nevertheless, the size distribution may
not influence some materials’ overall stiffness. The use of
various nonuniform collections of sand and ground coffee
(e.g., coarse and fine grain) do not result in any noticeable
reduction or increase in their stiffness. In contrast, glass
beads can increase their packing fraction and stiffness by
having an optimal nonuniform collection.

(d) The influence of membrane stiffness is rather lim-
ited in VPP structures for membranes with a lower elastic
modulus than the particle’s bulk stiffness. However, it
can significantly change the softening-stiffness region and
hysteresis by using stiffer membranes.

(e) The tuning of the particle properties (e.g., size,
shape, etc.) can switch the overall stiffness of VPP struc-
tures up to 50% depending on the material. Nonetheless,
the best way to adjust the structure’s stiffness is by delib-
erately raising or decreasing the confining pressure, which
can be actively controlled by vacuum actuators. Depend-
ing on the vacuum stage, the flexural stiffness can switch
up to more than 200%.

All the above-mentioned flexural procedures generally
have similar trends to their load-displacement curves for
loading and unloading cases (see Fig. 1). Overall, the
behavior is highly nonlinear. There is a roughly lin-
ear region of the response under initial loading. Huijben
explained that the core of the beam or granular media
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FIG. 1. Load-displacement curves of vacuum-packed particle
beam testing [9,12,13].

works entirely in compression due to hydrostatic pres-
sure. Most of their linear behavior is influenced by the
shear stiffness of the grain [16]. Then, as the displacement
increases, a nonlinear stiffness-softening emerges from the
grain rotational and translational kinematics. In this region,
the locking forces (friction and force chains) cannot hold
static equilibrium based on the overall number of contacts
for a packing fraction condition controlled by confining
pressure; therefore, the particles move relative to each
other, increasing the number of floating particles (particles
that are split away from the interconnected force chains).
During an unloading event, there will be a notable presence
of hysteresis regardless of strain rate [15].

Several attempts to model the complex nonlinear behav-
ior of these materials have been proposed. Huijben et al.
proposed a discrete-element method (DEM) to capture the
softening region by examining the force chains’ distribu-
tion throughout the particles. On the other hand, Brigido
et al. modeled this nonlinearity based upon the von Mises
plasticity model within a nonlinear finite element analy-
sis (FEA) analysis, with the relevant material properties
being determined from experimental stress-strain curves.
Bartowski et al. also used a plasticity approach based on
a modified form of the Johnson-Cook model by adding
a material parameter, which describes the amount of con-
fining pressure extent in the structure [9]. These methods
all require experimentally determined stress-strain rela-
tionships for a given granular material, at a range of
different pressures, in order to model the material response.
Even with experimentally determined material behavior,
the highly nonlinear behavior of any given structure made
from the material can still be difficult to predict accu-
rately using these models. The response of the structure
is driven by a complex interaction between the bending
mechanics at the structural level and the complex load
carrying and failure mechanisms of the granular media.
This motivates further study of the flexural response of
granular media, which combines carefully designed and
highly instrumented experimental testing alongside further
consideration of modeling methods.

The following research does not attempt to analyze the
microinteractions between grains such as force chains,
which is a highly complex kinematic analysis with many
degrees of freedom and design variables [20–24]; rather,
discrete analyses such as the Lubachevsky-Stillinger
algorithm and the discrete element methods mentioned
before, are best suited for this purpose. For small-scale
applications, especially when the volume of particles is
low, these discrete methods can capture the response at a
reasonable level of computational cost [25,26]. However,
we are interested in larger-scale smart structures that can
vary stiffness by controlling the hydrostatic stress (con-
fining pressure) in the grains. Due to the size of these
structures, many thousands or even millions of individual
particles will be present. Attempting to model each and
every one of these particles using the discrete methods
will very quickly result in very computationally expen-
sive problems. For initial design space explorations or
design optimization, this cost will be prohibitive and
will severely limit the number of configurations that can
be considered. Furthermore, many types of smart struc-
tures are composed not only of granular materials but
also of solid continuum isotropic and anisotropic mate-
rials such as plastics or composite materials like carbon
fiber and epoxy matrix, which are better analyzed using
continuum mechanics approaches. The physics underly-
ing the stiffness mismatch between the interaction of
grains and the solid continuum materials may require a
hybrid analysis between discrete and continuum methods
like integrated DEM-FEM approaches. Combining DEM’s
microscale elements with macroscale finite-element meth-
ods increases even further still the complexity and compu-
tational cost of the analysis. Work integrating DEM-FEM
approaches is present in the literature, with one example
structural analysis based on thousands of individual par-
ticles taking many days to compute, even with parallel
programming and powerful computer hardware [27]. How-
ever, for applications involving millions of particles and
complex geometries, this type of analysis discourages and
increases the expense of designing smart structures with
vacuum-packed particles, particularly when the analysis is
conducted under a range of hydrostatic stress conditions
and external loading.

In contrast to relatively costly DEM models, soil con-
tinuum mechanics models are commonly employed in the
development of various flexural applications [28–31]. The
majority of continuum models for soils are based on crit-
ical state theory [32–34], in which failure and plastic
deformations are represented by a variety of distinct consti-
tutive models, such as the modified Cam-Clay or Johnson-
Cook models [35,36]. Several of these models use Mohr-
Coulomb or Matsuoka-Nakai failure criterion-governed
failure surfaces [37], which reduce the complicated inter-
actions of the granular assembly into a simple idealization
of stress states capable of capturing certain mechanical
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properties such as strength or stiffness. State-of-the-art
continuum models have expanded their constitutive frame-
work by integrating anisotropy and dilatancy state lines
into the critical state theory [38–40]. Anisotropy is incor-
porated into these models primarily via the use of a fabric
tensor [41], which enables the description of randomly
packed granular structures using the concept of a void
cell system, which characterizes the form and direction of
the voids inside the granular assemble [42]. On the other
hand, dilatancy is introduced into the critical state the-
ory to measure the shear-induced volume change of the
whole aggregate [43]. The fabric tensor and load-carrying
direction are combined to define dilatancy state lines, from
which a state parameter called the dilatancy state parame-
ter is derived to quantify the void cell system’s contracting
and dilation strain trends [38,44]. These strain trends have
been studied in a variety of anisotropic critical state the-
ory models [45], with the results indicating that dilatancy
is significantly impacted by the direction of the load, with
the stress and volume change being analyzed in principal
stress trajectories [46,47].

This research aims to take a different approach than the
described models above, one that is far more straightfor-
ward and computationally efficient. The proposed models
derive a continuum mechanics approach for a volume of
particles, idealizing complicated microscopic grain inter-
actions by leveraging existing macromechanical models
from the field of soil mechanics [48–55]. The volume is
assumed to be large enough to accommodate a large num-
ber of particles, allowing macroscopic variables such as
bulk stiffness under various hydrostatic stress conditions to
be effectively captured. These continuum models minimize
the number of design variables, which can be advantageous
in developing smart structures.

The following study explores the mechanical response
of vacuum-packed, ground coffee filled beams in more
detail than the previous work done by the authors [9]
through improved measurement techniques, including the
use of digital image correlation to create full-field strain
maps and pressure sensors to accurately measure the vac-
uum pressure within the beam itself. Measurements of
through-thickness strains are isolated from the full-field
measurements and recorded at different levels of vacuum
pressure. These measurements are particularly useful for
investigating particle motion in the softening region. An
analysis method based on the inclusion of a Mohr-Columb
failure envelope criteria within a modified Euler beam the-
ory is introduced to capture the softening nonlinearity.
In parallel, finite-element analysis of the same structure
using an extension of Johnson-Cook model, implemented
into the commercial FE code LS-DYNA, is used to analyze
the stiffness response of VPP beams. Finally, both models
are compared, and their relative merits, shortcomings, and
drawbacks within the context of vacuum-packed particle-
based smart structures are discussed.

II. FLEXURAL TESTING OF VACUUM-PACKED
PARTICLE BEAMS

A. Flexural testing with video gauge system

While a range of materials have been investigated in
previous work, this paper focuses on coffee grinds as the
granular media, as they have a high stiffness-to-weight
ratio, which is of course paramount for aerospace applica-
tions. While perhaps not a desirable material for real-world
application, coffee grinds are a useful “placeholder” mate-
rial as more robust engineered material alternatives are
sought.

In order to measure the flexural stiffness of granular-
jamming beams, a series of four-point bending tests are
performed. Three rectangular VPP beams with a cross
section of 120 mm by 40 mm and a length of 580 mm are
manufactured, with the beams being identical except for
skin thickness. Three thicknesses (0.25, 0.5, and 0.8 mm)
of the silicone skin sheets (Silex SuperClear [56]) are
tested to investigate the impact of skin stiffness. The speci-
mens are prepared (see Fig. 2) as follows. Two cuboid end
fittings are manufactured from a three-dimensional (3D)
printer filament (Polylactic acid) to maintain the beam’s
rectangular cross-section shape. Three holes pierce the end
fittings to allow the content to get in and attach the vacuum
sensors (model PSE53 from SMC [57]).

A female mould made of MDF wood with the beam’s
shape is used to ensure continuity and repeatability. The
membrane is placed within the wooden mould; then, rigid
end fittings are placed at each end of the beam to set the
cross-section form. A rectangular cross-section shape foam
beam with the beam’s dimensions is positioned next to the

FIG. 2. VPP beam preparation and flexural test setup.
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end fittings. The membrane wraps the foam outline, and
one of the end fittings is glued to the membrane using sil-
icone adhesive. The foam is removed from the skin, and
the remaining end tap is glued to seal the beam. Then,
the membrane is placed inside the mould, clamped on the
outside, and placed vertically with one of the end taps
facing upwards. Therefore, a funnel is filled with ground
coffee through one of the openings. The sample beam’s
mass is determined using a calibrated scale. The beam
retains its rectangular cross-section shape over the span
by having a confining pressure above 2 kPa. The vac-
uum pump can change the vacuum level from 0.01 to
0.99 Bar. Upon achieving the desired pressure, the box is
then disassembled, and the requested sample extracted.

A video extensometer (iMETRUM, Allied Vision
Manta G-504 B/C GigE Camera 2452 3 2056) is used to
capture beam displacements at multiple tracking points.
The tracking points are drawn at three different locations
to plot three lines along the span. One line is positioned at
the top of the beam (see the blue line on Fig. 2) to mea-
sure the compression strain. Another line is at the bottom
to measure the tensile strain (red line). The remaining line
(green) is positioned at midheight to see if there are sudden
shifts on the membrane deformation.

The four-point test rig is determined in accordance with
ASTM Standard C880/C880M. The load cycle is applied
at a strain rate of 10 mm/min through two rollers (diameter
of 22 mm) gripped to the test frame machine’s load cell.
The test runs until the gripper rollers exceed a length of
90 cm; then, the load is held for 5 s. Eventually, the beam
is unloaded after.

In addition to the three membrane thicknesses (0.25, 0.5,
0.8 mm), four different vacuum pressure levels (23, 52, 75,
91 KPa) are tested. Eight repeated tests are run for each
combination of skin thickness and pressure, leading to a
total of 32 tests for each thickness and 96 tests overall.
Table I shows the weight, vacuum level, membrane thick-
ness, and the number of tests conducted on each of the
beams.

Figures 3 and 4 display the load-displacement and
moment-curvature graphs from the testing results. It can
be seen that while the overall response of the structures is
highly nonlinear, there is an initial portion of the response
that is roughly linear, after which a softening nonlinear-
ity begins. Given the known geometry of the beams, an
equivalent flexural modulus can be derived from the load

TABLE I. Beam samples for flexural testing.

Type
Weight
(Kg)

Skin
(mm)

Vacuum
(kPa) Tests (no.)

S25 1.00 0.25 23 − 91 8 × 4 = 32
S50 1.01 0.50 23 − 91 8 × 4 = 32
S80 1.02 0.80 23 − 91 8 × 4 = 32
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FIG. 3. Load-displacement curves for the flexural tests.

displacement curved. This is done both for the initial linear
region and for the large displacement plastic region of the
responses, as shown in Fig. 1. Table II lists these calculated
rigidity values for the different pressure tested. Further-
more, the test results indicate that there is no difference
when adjusting the thickness of the membrane, mean-
ing that the overall stiffness of the system is completely
influenced by the stiffness of the grain.

B. Flexural testing with digital image correlation

Notably, the previous results show the nonlinear stiff-
ness measured at the loading points. The full response
of the structure is of course considerably more com-
plex, with strain and stress variations expected along all
three dimensions of the beam’s geometry. While mea-
suring the fully three-dimensional response of a structure
made from granular media is an incredibly challenging
task, significant insight can be gained by considering the
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FIG. 4. Moment-curvature plots for the flexural tests.
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TABLE II. Initial EI i and plastic EI p stiffness for each sample
at various vacuum pressure.

Vaccuum (kPa) EI i (MPa) EI p (MPa)

23 16 × 105 47 × 104

52 32 × 105 73 × 104

75 48 × 105 106 × 104

91 68 × 105 133 × 104

response to be constant along the width of the beam [two-
dimensional (2D) beam assumption] and using digital-
image-correlation (DIC) techniques to measure the strains
in the height-length plane, which is visible at the side of the
beam. The primary objective of the flexural tests using DIC
is not to characterize the micromechanical properties of the
granular media but instead to determine the deformation
characteristics of the beam during bending and, implicitly,
to determine whether dilation occurs as a result of grain
motion. A further complication comes from the presence
of the skin membrane, which complicates tracking of the
granular media directly. The skin used here is very soft
and thin, and is held in direct contact with the grains by
the vacuum pressure and so it is reasonable to assume that
it deforms along with the particles, at least for moderate
strains.

As seen in Fig. 5, a 5-MP CCD camera manufactured
by LaVision is oriented perpendicular to the beam’s length
axis at a distance of 70 cm in order to capture strains in
the height-length plane within a capture area of 125 by
39 mm centered on the midspan location. This measure-
ment window is chosen as the best compromise between
resolution and measurement area for the given camera sys-
tem. Note that this window is fully within the two central
loading rollers, and so is in the constant bending moment
portion of the beam when loaded. Additional lighting is
provided by two high-intensity white light-emitting diodes
(LEDs) mounted at ±45◦ relative to the camera’s sensor
plane. Polarized lens filters are used to help filter out other
light sources in the lab, minimizing reflections.

We follow “The art and application of DIC” by Philip
Reu [58] to perform the best practices and minimize errors
caused by lens warping, lighting, speckle pattern, magni-
fication, etc. Although calibration is not required in 2D
DIC, it is a standard procedure in most LaVision DIC sys-
tems to minimize lens warping error. Long focal length
lenses are used to minimize the radial lens distortions;
also, the viewing through optical surfaces is corrected with
appropriate calibration. Table III details the number and
type of sensors and lenses. Calibration plates are used to
correct lens distortions and ensure proper image scaling.
The calibration procedure is accomplished by performing a
series of calibration motions defined by grid fills on plates,
this procedure is carried out using the LaVision procedure
manual guide. The calibration target should be rotated,

FIG. 5. Flexural test setup and speckle pattern for DIC.

tilted, and translated across the entire field of view while
taking images throughout the process. The LaVision DIC
software determines the number of images and prescribed
motions. Also, during the calibration process, the magni-
fication factor and focal length are adjusted with a rail
(see Fig. 5) to control the depth of field and, therefore, the
corresponding dimension on the image plane camera.

Ensuring a good calibration procedure is critical to keep
most of the uncertain error on the speckle pattern, which is
intrinsically related to the spatial resolution of the images.
According to the sampling theorem, the minimum distance
required to determine accurate measurements is a 2 × 2
pixel pattern sample (black and white contrast). In prac-
tice, a speckle of 3 × 3 pixels is the smallest size that
prevents aliasing. The DIC technique requires a stable,

TABLE III. Data analysis and filtering parameters for DIC.

Technique used 2D digital image correlation

Sensor and digitalization Imager X-lite 5 Mpixel
Camera noise (% range) 0.7%
Lens and imaging distance Tokina AT-X M100 ProD, 70 cm
Image recording frequency 1 Hz
Pixel to mm conversion 1 pixel = 0.0055 mm
Field of view 125 mm × 39 mm
Subset, step 25 × 25 pixel, 8 pixel
Interpolation Cubic spline
Shape functions affine
Correlation criterion ZNSSD
Presmoothing Gaussian 5
Spatial resolution 0.3682 mm
Smoothing technique Local polynomial—affine
Strain window 9 data points
VSG 81 pixels, 6.89 mm
Resolution 2.3 × 10−4
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high-contrast speckle pattern to recreate a strain field accu-
rately. This is not a trivial consideration given the clarity
and poor adhesive properties of the silicone skin, but a
viable solution is found through experimentation, which
uses two layers of water-based paints with additives to
ensure adhesion to the silicone. A layer of black paint
is first applied as a background, and then white paint is
applied with a sponge roller to create a speckle pattern.
We observe that the minimum number of pixels required
to process images within a given field of view correctly
is greater than the grain pixel size and that a cell size of
25 × 25 is the optimal pixel window size for obtaining the
highest spatial resolution with the lowest possible noise. At
least 12 speckles per subset on a speckle radius of 5 pix-
els are painted. Figure 5 shows the speckle pattern for DIC
testing.

The construction of DIC algorithms, interpolation,
shape function, matching, and correlation are performed
using the LaVision software setup (DaVis 8.3.1), which is
capable of filtering and postprocessing displacement data,
as well as strain calculation from displacements given the
input parameters shown in Table III. Due to limited avail-
ability of the camera system, DIC results are only taken
for the beam with 0.5-mm-thick skin (S50) at vacuum
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0 +– –0.025 0.09

FIG. 6. Full-field axial strains.

pressures of 52, 75, and 91 kPa. Nonetheless, we validate
the DIC test’s accuracy by comparing it to video gauge
tests. The video gauge system test tracks only a single point
during deformation, on the other hand, a single point from
the DIC’s entire field deformation can be subtracted and
compared to the video gauge data. Both results demon-
strate comparable strain deformation with a relative error
of less than 10%.

Figures 6 and 7 show an example of the DIC results for
the VPP beam with 0.5-mm skin thickness (S50) at 91-KPa
vacuum pressure and a displacement of 70 mm. Here we
see significant variance in strain through the height of
the beam, and a more modest amount of variance along
its length. Figure 6 displays the variance of axial strain
through the height of the beam, at the center of its span.
It can be seen that the axial strain varies in a roughly linear
manner with height, which is also seen at other length posi-
tions, displacements, and pressures. However, the neutral
axis is moved upwards as the vacuum pressure decreases.
Unlike low-vacuum levels, the neutral axis appears to go
down, with high-pressure levels.

Figure 7 presents the transverse strains (that is strains
in the height direction) at the beam’s middle span section.
The transverse strain distribution reveals a nonlinear trend,
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FIG. 7. Full-field transverse strains.
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especially at the beam’s bottom edge. The nonlinear pat-
tern implies grain motion that thins the cross-section area.
Particles on the bottom section split from the middle to
the sides as the bending moment increases. Observing this
nonlinear behavior suggests the following hypothesis: the
bottom grains cannot endure tensile stress as the bending
moment increases. Tensile stresses cause the grains to split
away from each other and then coalesce with grains from
other strata under the vacuum pressure, reducing the cross-
section height. The preceding assumption encourages a
stress-distribution state that can only sustain compression
stress and is limited to reducing the second moment of area
as the bending moment increases.

III. ANALYTICAL VACUUM-PACKED
PARTICLE-BEAM MODEL INCLUDING SHEAR

FAILURE

A. Introduction and motivation of the model

In this section an analytical model of vacuum-packed
particle-beam (VPPB) structures is developed, which
incorporates methods from beam theory, inflatable struc-
tures, and soil mechanics, in a manner that is informed by
the behavior seen in the nonlinear full-field strain distribu-
tion on the beam’s wall side. We start with the assumption
that although the details of the grain contacts and inter-
actions at the microscale are extremely complex, at the
macrolevel the behavior of the grains can be captured by
considering grain-shear-failure effects and beam thinning.
The thinning is attributed to grain dilatation and has also
been seen in triaxial compression tests under a variety of
hydrostatic conditions. This dilation is modeled as a grain-
failure condition due to the grain’s inability to withstand
tensile stress.

This inability to withstand tensile stress motivates a
comparison to inflatable structures [59]. Inflatables struc-
tures are often made from flexible fabric materials, which
on their own cannot withstand any compressive stresses,
as they have very low buckling strength [60]. What gives
inflatable structures the ability to carry bending loads
(which of course induce compression in portions of the
structure) is the tensile bias stress created in the fabric by
the internal pressurization. The strength of an inflatable
structure is in large part determined by this bias stress,
as increasing load will eventually lead to the compres-
sive bending stresses overcoming this bias stress to create
a local condition of net compressive stress, which will
cause local buckling of a portion of the beam, reducing
its stiffness progressively as load increases.

In a similar, albeit reversed, fashion the granular media
are not able to withstand tensile stresses, as the grains will
simply pull away from each other. VPP beams are able
to carry bending loads (which do include tensile stresses)
because a compressive bias stress is created by the vac-
uum pressure, and so long as this bias stress is larger

than the local stresses induced by bending, that portion
of the beam is able to carry load. The failure mechanism
can be conveniently implemented into the beam model
by assuming a linear zero-stress state condition that trans-
forms the second moment of area into a cubic function with
decremental variation as the bending moment increases.
The zero-stress state condition has been used to model
the softening stiffness region in various beam applications,
including inflatable beams that buckle in compression.
In addition, prestress concrete beams are analyzed simi-
larly because the crack propagation results in a zero-stress
condition when the concrete cannot resist tensile stress
[61–64]. The beam model proposed in this research con-
siders this zero-stress state condition under various hydro-
static stress conditions using the Mohr-Coulomb failure
criteria [65], which can easily analyze the grains’ mechan-
ics and reduce the number of design variables. Borrowed
from soil mechanics, with soils of course being a form of
granular media, the Mohr-Coulomb failure criteria repre-
sents and idealizes all the micromechanic variables such
as packing fraction, grain size, surface roughness, type
and number of contacts, etc., by accounting only for the
packing fraction angle and cohesion parameters at various
hydrostatic stress conditions.

B. Dilatancy and effective stress

Soil structures usually change volume if sheared—a
phenomenon known as dilatancy [66–68]. In other words,
the grain structure either expands or shrinks through shear
deformation. Figure 8(a) displays two layers of loose par-
ticles, which are sheared by a misalignment of two axial
forces. If soil structures are subjected to bending loads,
the grains pull away in different directions. As the bending
moment increases, the sheared deformation of the lowest
layer of the beam will pull the grains away from the mid-
dle section, forcing the cross-section area to decrease. This
phenomenon is known as the splitting condition and is seen

Shear stress Dilation

Tension

Compression

Dilatancy

Presplitting point

Postsplitting point
Splitting point

(a) (b)

FIG. 8. Dilatancy on grains due to shear stress (a) and the
splitting point due to bending moment (b).
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in Fig. 8(b). The DIC findings from Sec. II suggest that the
nonlinear behavior may emerge by this splitting condition.

Vacuum-packed particle structures are internally satu-
rated with vacuum pressure. The pressure exerted by the
vacuum is defined by the hydrostatic stress tensor, which
is the average of the three normal stresses, and is given by
the following set of equations:

σhyd = σ11 + σ22 + σ33

3
, (1a)

σhyd = 1
3

tr(σ ) = 1
3

I1 = 1
3
σkk, (1b)

where σhyd is the hydrostatic stress, σ11, σ22, σ33, are the
normal stresses of the identity matrix tr(σ ). If the hydro-
static term is removed from the stress tensor, the remaining
term is known as the deviatoric stress.

S = σ − σ hyd, (2a)

Sij = σij − 1
3
δij σkk, (2b)

The stress tensor under hydrostatic pressure can be
decomposed into the deviatoric and the hydrostatic part

P = −1
3
σkk. (3)

The equilibrium forces inside the VPP structure are equal
to the external forces. Therefore, the particles are fully
saturated with some vacuum pressure acting between the
external forces and the contact forces of the grains [see
Fig. 9(a)]. The total stress in the vacuum-packed structure
is represented in the following equation:

σ = σn − P. (4)

Equation (4) introduces an effective stress term σn,
which is the stress that holds the particles together. When

(a) (b)

FIG. 9. Effective (a) and shear stress (b) for vacuum-packed
particles.

the external stress is greater than the effective stress, the
particles will split away, and dilatancy occurs. In some
way, this concept describes the failure mechanism of the
bulk structure when the shear strength cannot resist the
deformation by tangential stress known as well as the shear
stress τs. The shear strength equation can be derived from
Fig. 9(b) and is shown in the next equation:

τs = σn tanφ + C. (5)

Equation (5) is known as the Mohr-Columb failure enve-
lope. It describes the shear stress τs as a function of the
normal effective stress σn. The shear strength is calculated
as the maximum shear stress τmax that the granular struc-
ture can resist through frictional and intermolecular forces.
This first term relates the resistance to displacement due to
interlocking and internal friction. The interlocking effect
is driven by the shape and size of the particles, and the
intensity of the interlocking can substantially increase by
increasing the packing fraction. The interlocking resistance
is smaller for flat and symmetric shaped particles (e.g.,
spheres, squares, etc.). In contrast, the interlocking resis-
tance is higher by having a mixture of various shapes.
On the other hand, the frictional resistance describes the
opposition of the relative motion of two or more parti-
cles in contact. The coefficient of friction characterizes the
magnitude of this resistance in a kinetic fs and static fk man-
ner. The kinetic coefficient fk, also known as the sliding
friction, is determined by the tangential force Tk required
to sustain a steady motion of two surfaces in close con-
tact, which are held together by a normal force N using the
following relation:

fk = Tk

N
. (6)

In comparison, the coefficient of static friction fs is
described by the shear strength required τmax to cause rel-
ative motion by holding together both surfaces in contact
with the normal stress:

fs = τmax

σn
. (7)

Usually, the coefficient of static friction is larger than the
sliding friction fs > fk. Equation (7) can be substituted into
Eq. (5), leading to the next equation:

tanφ = fs, (8)

which relates that the friction of a group of particles is lim-
ited by the internal angle whose tangent is the same as the
coefficient of static friction.

The second term of Eq. (5) describes the cohesion C
between the particle surfaces, which is the capacity of a
surface to stick together with other material surfaces by
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capillary (attraction forces between liquids and surfaces).
In this study, our focus is on noncohesive materials with
small values of C, and with particular emphasis on mate-
rials with a high internal friction angle. Ground coffee is
capable of reaching up to 45◦ of internal friction angle [18].

C. Mohr-Coulomb failure criterion

The Mohr-Columb failure envelope is limited by nor-
mal stresses, which can be decomposed into circles whose
diameters are formed by the maximum principal σ1 stress
and minimum principal stress σ3 [69]. The diameters deter-
mine the effective stress required to maintain the mass in
equilibrium. As long as the shear stress remains below the
failure envelope the mass material will stay in equilib-
rium. Mohr-Coulomb circles are experimentally obtained
in triaxial compression, and extension tests [70,71]. The
triaxial tests can be subjected to various confining pres-
sures representing the minor principal stress σ3 in triaxial
compression tests, and the major principal stress σ1 in tri-
axial extension tests. Figure 10 shows a region of granular
material aligned to the principal planes and axes. The rela-
tionship between the principal stress axes and the shear
stress planes is as follows:

σn = σ1 + σ3

2
+ σ1 − σ3

2
cos 2α, (9)

τs = σ1 − σ3

2
sin 2α. (10)

s1

s1

s1s3 s

s3 s3

sn

q

2q

τ

τ
τf = c + sf  tan f

(sf = τf )
f

f
c

FIG. 10. Mohr-Coulomb circles.
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FIG. 11. Triaxial compression and extension tests.

Figure 11 shows the Mohr-Coulomb circles for vari-
ous levels of confining pressure in triaxial compression
and extension tests for ground coffee (the underlying data
for these generated plots is taken from Cheng [18]). The
red line from Fig. 11 represents the Mohr-Columb fail-
ure envelope in triaxial compression, and the yellow line
represents the failure envelope in triaxial extension. The
direction of the failure is analyzed by using principal stress
trajectories.

D. Stress analysis

In order to apply the failure criteria to the VPP beams,
we must first transform the stresses calculated by the beam
model into principal stresses. Figure 12(a) shows the shear
force and bending moment diagrams for the four-point
bending beams studied here. A specific element of the
beam can be subjected to different normal- and shear-stress
distributions. The maximum normal stress and the mini-
mum shear stress are found on the top (tension) and bottom
(compression) beam layers. Whereas the maximum shear
stress is found in the neutral axis. Any combination of
shear and normal stresses can be transformed into principal
stresses by using Mohr’s circles, and the trajectories of the
principal stresses can be drawn by following the tangent
of every single point element in principal directions [see
Fig. 12(b)].

Figure 12(c) shows the trajectories of the principal
stresses for a prismatic beam; the beam stress-state trans-
formation creates two principal stress trajectories pass-
ing through each point. The trajectories are perpendicular
from each other since the principal stresses are defined
orthogonally. One of the curves represents the tensional
trajectories, and the other portrays compressive trajecto-
ries. Both trajectories may shift the principal major stress
to the minor principal stress and vice versa when the stress
trajectories pass through the neutral axis. In other words,
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τf = sn tanf
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FIG. 12. (a) First step: stresses on xy coordinates. (b) Second step: transformation of normal stresses to principal stresses. (c) Third
step: principal stresses trajectories and failure analysis.

tensile trajectories will be major principal stresses below
the neutral axis and will be minor principal stresses above
the neutral axis. On the other hand, for vacuum-packed
particle beams, the confining pressure due to vacuum rep-
resents the major principal stress on the lowest part of the
beam, and it represents the minor principal stress on the
uppermost part of the beam.

The failure for any section of the beam can be known
from the deviatoric stress (q), which represents the diam-
eter of the Mohr circles and follows the same definition
from Eq. (2b):

q = σ1 − σ3. (11)

The failure occurs when the following condition is
reached:

q >= q∗. (12)

The yielding stress q∗ occurs when τ = τmax and 2α =
(π/2)+ φ. In triaxial compression, the maximum normal
stress (σmax) that the grains can sustain under a confin-
ing pressure (σ3) can be calculated from the following
equation:

σmax = σ3 tan2
(
π

4
+ φ

2

)
+ 2C tan

(
π

4
+ φ

2

)
. (13)

For the triaxial extension, the vacuum pressure becomes
the major principal stress (σ1).

σmax = σ1 tan2
(
π

4
− φ

2

)
− 2C tan

(
π

4
− φ

2

)
. (14)

Figure 13(a) shows a vacuum-packed beam subjected to a
bending moment around the z axis. Three distinct stress
conditions are shown as the bending moment increases
from the end to the middle section of the beam. The first
condition is found on plane A in Fig. 13(b). As the load
increases, the compressive stress on the top increases and
the stress on the bottom decreases. For this condition, the
curvature of the beam is given by the following equation:

κ = εt − εb

h
= σt − σb

Eh
, (15)

where σt is the stress on top, and σb, is the stress on the bot-
tom of the beam. Both stresses can be easily calculated by
equilibrium forces and transform in total stress coordinates
by adding up the effective stress.

σt = PV − σn + M
Z

, (16)

σb = PV − σn − M
Z

, (17)

where Z is the section modulus. The vacuum pressure
PV resembles the hydrostatic part of the stress vector
from Eq. (1a). The deviatoric stress from Eq. (2a) can be
formed by subtracting the hydrostatic term Sxy = PV − σn
to simplify Eqs. (16) and (17) into the next equations:

σt = Sxy + M
Z

(18)

σb = Sxy − M
Z

. (19)

The deviatoric stress in xy coordinates resembles the
yielding stress for the triaxial extension test when it is
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(a) (b)

(d)(c)

FIG. 13. (a) Vacuum-packed particle beam on bending, (b) first stress-strain condition, (c) second stress-strain condition, (d) third
stress-strain condition.

transformed into principal stresses.

Sxy =⇒ q. (20)

When the bending moment increases the compressive
stress on the bottom decreases until zero [plane B from
Fig. 13(c)].

σb = Sxy − M
Z

= 0. (21)

The rupturing moment of the beam can be known by
isolating M from Eq. (21).

Ms = ZSxy . (22)

If the bending moment increases to the point where it over-
comes the splitting moment Ms, the grains will split away
(q > q∗), reducing the cross-section area. In this analysis,
once splitting has started, the second moment of area will

vary along the span and as load increases due to the reduc-
tion in load-bearing material. The reduction is determined
by the distance d. The stress over a distance of d is shown
on plane C in Fig. 13(d) and is given by the following
equation:

σ = σt

(h/2)− d
y − σt

(h/2)− d
d. (23)

The stress on top of the beam σt and the distance d are cal-
culated by equilibrium forces and the sum of the moments
around the point of zero stress.

Sxywh =
∫ h/2

d
(σh)dy = − (2d − h)wσt

4
, (24)

M =
∫ h/2

d
(σhy)dy = −wσt(d + h)[d − (h2)]

6
. (25)
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Load

FIG. 14. Decreasing of the second moment of area.

Isolating σt and equaling both terms from Eqs. (24)
and (25) leads to the solution of distance d.

σt = − 4S2
xyh2w

3(2M − Sxywh2)
(26)

d = 3M
whSxy

− h. (27)

The decrease of the second moment of area for the con-
dition on plane C can be expressed in terms of the
distance d:

Icr = w[(d + h)(2d − h)2]
24

. (28)

Equation (28) is plotted in Fig. 14 and is indeterminate
when the bending moment reaches the next condition:

M = Sxywh2

2
. (29)

E. Model results

To model the flexural tests from Sec. III, the VPPB
model is implemented numerically using the trapezoid rule
to integrate the Euler-Bernoulli beam theory equations.
The failure mechanism is implemented into the model
using Eqs. (13), (14), and (28) to calculate the yielding
stresses and curvature at any vacuum pressure level. The
internal friction angle and the cohesion parameters are
taken from the triaxial compression tests performed by
Cheng [18] (see Fig. 11). Table IV shows all the material
inputs required for the analysis. The model is compared

TABLE IV. VPPB model inputs.

φ C q∗(23 kPa) q∗(52 kPa) q∗(75 kPa) q∗(91 kPa)

16.5◦ 9.0 19 kPa 40 kPa 58 kPa 63 kPa
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FIG. 15. VPPB model and experimental comparison results.

with the beam samples at various vacuum pressure lev-
els (23–91 kPa). Figure 15 displays the comparison results
between the experimental data and the VPPB model. In
general, it can be seen that the complex softening behav-
ior is fairly well captured over the range of pressures
tested, although there are some differences in shape as the
displacement evolves. Overall, this model has an average
error of less than 8%, found using Eq. (30).

Er = σmodel − σtest

σtest
. (30)

The repeatability of the model is determined by the
packing fraction and cohesion parameters, which are used
as material inputs in the model. These input parameters
can be used to analyze a wide variety of materials by con-
sidering the deviatoric stresses at various vacuum levels;
thus, the failure mechanism due to zero-stress state condi-
tion may capture the nonlinear softening region for a large
number of vacuum-packed particle-beam applications. On
the other hand, the performance of the VPPB model can
be tweaked by altering the mechanical inputs. In this case,
the relative error between the experimental data and the
VPPB model can be reduced by tweaking the packing
fraction and cohesion parameters within a small margin;
however, we leave those parameters fixed directly from the
experimental results to provide a common reference and a
means of comparing the relative error for the next plasticity
model, which calculates its material inputs using the same
experimental data.

IV. THE CONTINUUM
APPROACH—FINITE-ELEMENT ANALYSIS

USING THE JC-p MODEL

The following section describes another model to ana-
lyze the flexural stiffness of VPP structures using a con-
tinuum mechanics approach based on plasticity. Based on
our VPP behavior observations in Ref. [1], we can consider
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VPP behavior as an elastoplastic material with strain rate
hardening and temperature softening. Additionally, from
previous research [72], the material showed an isotropic
coupling from tensile and compression properties, which
forces an asymmetric position of the neutral axis in order to
maintain force balance. Based on the previous statements,
the plasticity model is explained by a set of equations
related to its deformation.

φ = 1
2

sij sij − σy+/−(ε, ε̇, T, p)2

3
≤ 0, (31)

σy+/−(ε, ε̇, T, p) =
{
σy+(ε, ε̇, T, p) if Iσ > 0
σy−(ε, ε̇, T, p) if Iσ < 0, (32)

where φ is the plasticity function, sij is the deviatoric com-
ponents of stress tensor, σy+/−(ε, ε̇, T, p) is the radius of
plasticity function, εis strain, ε̇ is strain rate, T is temper-
ature, p is underpressure, and Iσ is the first invariant of
stress tensor.

Equation (31) is an extension of the von Mises yield cri-
terion where the plasticity surface is in cylindrical shape
with a variable radius (illustrated in Fig. 16) that depends
on material parameters (strain, strain rate, temperature, and
vacuum pressure).

Additionally, by extending Eq. (31) with Eq. (32) it is
possible to include the effects of the asymmetric location
of the neutral axis by using a stress sign (tension and com-
pression) component on the material behavior. The relation
σy+/−(ε, ε̇, T, p) is developed to describe the nonlinear
physics of the VPP structure and is given by Eq. (33),
which is a modification of the original Johnson-Cook
model [73]. The modified model is constructed to include
strain rate, temperature, and vacuum pressure parameters.
These parameters are used to determine the radius of the

FIG. 16. Illustration of plasticity surface for VPP.

plasticity surface:

σ(ε, ε̇, T, p) = [α + βp + (� + γ p)εϒ−χp ]
[

1 + (�− μp) ln
(
ε̇

ε̇0

)][
1 −

(
T − TR

Tm − TR

)ηpψ
]

, (33)

where α,β,�, γ ,ϒ ,χ ,�,μ, η,ψ are material constants.
The previously mentioned equations are implemented

into the commercial finite-element code LS-DYNA by mod-
ifying the material model library mat_124. To perform the
flexural analysis, it is appropriate to initially define the
model parameters on the basis of the triaxial compres-
sion and extension tests. The strain rate and temperature
influence are not considered in this work; therefore, only
six of the listed parameters have to be identified. Since
the beam content is coffee grinds, the data provided in
Ref. [18] is used to perform the identification procedure.
The identification procedure is based on a nonlinear least-
squares minimization and curve-fitting algorithm written
in the python programming language.

The identification process starts with the parameters α
and β. It is carried out by obtaining the optimum parame-
ters that can better match the yield stress solution at 0.2%
of strain. These conditions are calculated separately for
vacuum pressures from 34 to 101 kPa. The corresponding
parameters �, γ ,ϒ ,χ are found using the same previous
procedure. However, the multiobjective function that min-
imizes the solution consists of two parameter pairs defined
by the sum � + γ p and ϒ − χp . Then, the procedure is
repeated analogously for tension stress state.

All identified parameters are listed in Table V. Addition-
ally, Fig. 17 shows the comparison results of the model and
test results under selected vacuum pressure levels of 34 and
67 kPa for triaxial compression, and 34 kPa for the triaxial
extension.

According to the comparative results, the relative error
[calculated from Eq. (30)] for any vacuum pressure condi-
tion is less than 10% along the full stress-strain envelope.
These comparative results suggest that the material param-
eters for coffee grains are correctly defined and introduced
as material parameters for the flexural FEA.

The FEA model is shown in Fig. 18. The beam is
meshed with fully integrated hexagonal elements with an
average size of 3 mm. The applied boundary conditions
and loading conditions are analogous to the experimental
tests from Sec. II. The supports are constrained in the ver-
tical and transverse directions to avoid rigid body motion.

TABLE V. Material constants.

α− β− �− γ− ϒ− χ−
0.000 085 0.204 0.16 16.4 0.8 0.76
α+ β+ �+ γ+ ϒ+ χ+
0.0027 0.024 0.03 0.84 0.87 4.69
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FIG. 17. Model [Eq. (33)] after parameter identification and
test [18] results’ comparison.

The gripper rollers device with a kinematic loading of
16 mm/s is used to simulate the testing machine’s contact
rollers. The simulations are performed on a PC with six
cores of 2.4 GHz and 64 GB of ram. For each vacuum pres-
sure test condition, the simulation takes approximately 2 h
to finish.

Numerical tests are performed for the four vacuum pres-
sure levels (23, 52, 73, and 91 kPa). Only the parameter p
is changed during the simulations, with beam geometry,
boundary conditions, and material properties held constant
(Table V). Figure 18 shows the comparison of simulation
and experimental results for different vacuum levels. The
absolute error is calculated according to Eq. (30). The error
is higher for lower vacuum pressure levels and reduces as
the vacuum pressure increases. The maximum error for the
23 kPa condition is about 20%. For the higher vacuum
pressure level, the maximum error is lower than 10%. Tak-
ing into account the simplicity of the material model and
the complexity of nonlinear behavior, the model shows a
satisfactory result.

The key benefit of the FEM simulation is that it can
report three-dimensional stresses and strains, as shown in
Figs. 20 and 21. Examining particular elements may reveal
interesting features; for example, Fig. 21 displays stress
concentrations on the top edge of the beam due to contact
loading. The same figure also shows that tensile stresses

FIG. 18. FE model and boundary conditions.
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FIG. 19. Simulation and experiment comparison.

are significantly lower than the compressive stresses,
which agrees with VPP model assumptions. Addition-
ally, Fig. 21 shows the changes in strain distribution as
the bending load increases. Moreover, Fig. 22 illustrates
the strain and stress distribution across the height at the
middle section of the beam. The stress-strain distribu-
tion is asymmetric despite the fact that the cross-section
area is symmetrical, which implies a significant change
of stiffness above and below the neutral axis. Nonethe-
less, the variation of the vacuum pressure can initially
change the neutral axis position as the bending moment
increases. Once again, it is confirmed that the presence of
the compressive stress distribution is significantly higher in
magnitude than the tensile stress distribution. These results
are in line with the load-bearing capabilities of the grains to
better withstand compression than tension forces, as seen
in the experiments.

V. DISCUSSION

A. Assumptions and deficiencies of the VPPB model

The VPP beam model is a continuum model, which
implies that the beam’s mechanical properties are consid-
ered to remain constant throughout its length and that the

FIG. 20. Stress distribution for vacuum level of 91 kPa.
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FIG. 21. Strain distribution.

overall stiffness is assumed to be proportional to the hydro-
static stress, in this case, the vacuum pressure. Another
assumption is that the softening behavior is caused by
the inability of the structure to resist the increase of the
deviatoric stress, which is limited by the Mohr-Coulomb
envelope and follows the assumptions of the critical state
theory, according to which under constant stress the granu-
lar assembly keeps deforming in shear at constant volume.
These assumptions allow the softening behavior to be eas-
ily captured by simply decreasing the second moment
of area during loading and enabling the computation of
a more efficient and straightforward model, capable of
capturing the change in stiffness for a large number of
smart structures.

One of the VPPM model’s shortcomings is that it
implicitly substitutes the effects of dilatancy by consid-
ering the zero-stress condition throughout the principal
stress trajectories, which leads to the decrease of the sec-
ond moment of area; thus, although the softening behavior

FIG. 22. Strain and stress distribution for a vacuum level of
91 kPa.

is captured, the internal volume of the granular assembly
(packing fraction) remains constant during consolidation
and deformation under loading.

As previously stated, the Mohr-Coulomb analysis used
in this research is based on critical state theory, which is
not a constitutive model but rather a theoretical constitu-
tive set of rules within which the zero-stress condition is
developed; notwithstanding, additional constitutive rela-
tions and models can be added. The incorporation of
spatially heterogeneous material properties and dilatation
into the model may help to improve the results even fur-
ther and account for volume change. In particular, when
the volume fraction varies over the width of the beam
under load and consolidation due to vacuum pressure, the
mechanical characteristics of the beam will change as a
result.

Dilatancy state lines can be used to capture the volume
variations in the VPPB model by including a fabric tensor
and a state parameter that quantifies the distance between
critical state values in terms of void ratios and pressure.
The inclusion of these dilatancy state lines into the model
can take into consideration the anisotropic properties of the
granular assembly at the critical state, which improves the
critical value criterion used in classical state theory. For
example, the anisotropic critical state model developed by
Xiang et al. [38] can be used for this regard. The imple-
mentation of the dilatancy state lines into the VPPB model
can be done during the principal stress trajectories analysis,
which can be used to predict not only failure at critical state
due to a significant increase in deviatoric stress, but also
the variation of packing fraction as the hydrostatic pressure
changes as well.

B. Comparison between VPPB and JC-p models

Having presented two different approaches to modeling
the complex nonlinear response of VPP beam structures
under flexural loads, those being the proposed analytical
VPPB model and the Johnson Cook with pressure parame-
ter (JC-p) material model applied to FEA, it is useful here
to discuss their relative merits.

Both models depend on experimentally measured mate-
rial properties taken from triaxial compression tests, but
to different extents. The JC-p method uses the yield stress
to determine the material constants needed to describe the
plasticity surface’s radius. In contrast, the VPPB method
employs the yield stress as a failure condition using trajec-
tories of the principal stresses, and then uses shear failure
to predict the progressive reduction in the second moment
of area as an increasingly large region of the material
becomes ineffective at carrying load.

Both methods suggest that compression is the dominant
load-carrying mode for VPP structures, which is real-
ized as shear forces between individual grains. This is in
line with the triaxial tension and compression test results
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[1,18]. Figure 22 from the JC-p model shows only a very
small change in the tensile stress as the bending moment
increases, while the compressive stress increases signifi-
cantly. This aspect of the JC-p results align with the stress
distribution shown in Fig. 13 from the VPPB model, which
made key assumptions around compressive stress loading.

Another essential aspect both models can predict is the
neutral axis shifting under loading and as a function of
applied vacuum pressure. The VPPB model explained that
the neutral axis shifts upwards as the bending moment
increases due to grain motion. On the other hand, the JC-p
model explains that the first stress invariant shifts the neu-
tral axis. Since there are no applied external forces in
the longitudinal direction of the beam, the sum of stress
forces in that direction must also be zero. To maintain this
balance, assuming that the material properties for compres-
sion and tension are different, the neutral axis must shift.

Figure 23 displays the absolute error [Eq. (30)] in both
models for a vacuum pressure of 91 kPa. The dashed
lines are the average error values. Table VI indicates the
maximum and average errors of both models at all of
the vacuum pressure levels considered. The numbers con-
firm that the average error for the JC-p model decreases
as vacuum pressure increases, while the average errors
remain slightly constant for the VPPM model. However,
for the pressure level of 23 kPa, the error has increased
considerably in both models.

One further advantage of the JC-p model is that it
can also identify stress and strain distribution in all three
directions, which may be particularly useful for more
complex VPP structures. In comparison, the VPPB model
is essentially two dimensional, and so can only evaluate
in-plane strain and stress. However, the simpler, paramet-
rically defined, and analytical nature of the VPPB model
means that it is faster to implement, and can more eas-
ily handle changes in geometry or material properties. It
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FIG. 23. Error along the deformation for a confining pressure
of 91 kPa.

TABLE VI. Average error and maximum error for each vac-
uum pressure.

Model
Vacuum

(kPa)
Average
error (%)

Maximum
error (%)

VPPB 23 16.8 23
VPPB 52 7.4 12
VPPB 75 7.2 17.5
VPPB 91 7.1 14.2
JC-p 23 9 20
JC-p 52 7 17.5
JC-p 75 4.8 15
JC-p 91 4.3 11.5

is therefore particularly useful for early design exploration
and optimization after which the JC-p FEA can be used to
explore the response of a more focused range of parameters
in more detail. In terms of computational cost, the VPPB
model can solve for the displacement curve of particular
combination of material, geometry, and pressure loading
in a matter of seconds (on a single core 2 GHz CPU with 8
GB of RAM), while the FEA JC-p model requires approx-
imately 2 h for each condition (on a six-core 2.4-GHz CPU
and 64 GB of ram).

Clearly, both models are useful for estimating the highly
nonlinear behavior of vacuum-packed particle beams, and
both are successfully able to capture the progressively
developing softening behavior induced by shear failure and
motion between particles, with the fundamental trade-off
being between speed and accuracy and detail—as is often
the case. They should both prove useful in future work
on the development of bending-dominated smart structures
employing granular jamming to provide variable stiffness.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This work seeks to expand our understanding of the
mechanics of vacuum-packed particles under flexural load-
ing, so that the concept of granular jamming can be more
widely applied to smart structures as a means of creating
variable stiffness. In order to do this, the most detailed
experiments to date on flexural properties of VPP beams
are undertaken, and in parallel two different modeling
methods are employed to predict the mechanical response
of the same VPP beam. Full-field strain data from a digital-
image-correlation system reveal a complex evolution of
strains across the beam with dependencies on pressure and
loading. While a roughly linear distribution of stress is seen
in the axial direction, the transverse direction reveals a
nonlinear strain distribution, which provides evidence of
particle motion above a pressure-dependent critical load
condition. This particle motion shows up as a thinning of
the cross-section area and movement of the neutral axis.
This then leads to reduced stiffness and a plateauing in
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load-carrying capability. These findings inspired the cre-
ation of an analytical model (VPPB model) that allows the
softening nonlinear to be captured by reducing the second
moment of inertia and also motivated the study and com-
parison using a nonlinear FEA based on the JC-p model of
material plasticity. The experimental results and the com-
parison between modeling methods reveal the following
key conclusions:

(a) The variation in stiffness of the VPP beams can be
increased by more than 4 times from a vacuum pressure of
20 to 91 kPa.

(b) Changing skin thickness, over the range tested and
for this geometry and loading condition, did not have an
appreciable effect on the mechanical response of the VPP
beam.

(c) Grain motion is calculated indirectly from the skin
using DIC. Full-field strain maps reveal a slippage of the
grains emerging at the bottom of the beam (where tensile
stresses would typically be expected) and increasing in a
nonlinear manner as the bending load increases.

(d) An analytical model of VPP beams combining
methods from beam theory, inflatable structures, and soil
mechanics is developed and implemented.

(e) The proposed models are effective in capturing non-
linear stiffness at different vacuum levels. The simulation
results for both models show useful levels of accuracy,
with an average error of less than 10% for both, but with
generally better accuracy from the higher fidelity JC-p
FEA.

(f) The stress distribution of the VPPB and JC-p mod-
els is primarily based on compressive stress, and the max-
imum is contained in the uppermost part of the beam. For
both models, tensile stress is relatively low in comparison
to compressive stress, since the grain cannot hold a large
amount of tensile stress. This conclusion is consistent with
the experimental results.

(g) Both models can capture the experimentally
observed movement of the neutral axis moves upwards
under increasing load as the portion of the beam that is
under tension (and therefore not effectively carrying load)
increases.

(h) The JC-p model can show the stress and strain dis-
tribution in all directions. The VPPB model, on the other
hand, is a much simpler model that can only display an
in-plane stress distribution but is easier to implement and
computationally faster.

In conclusion, using granular jamming of vacuum-packed
particles as a variable stiffness mechanism can open up a
whole different variety of conceivable options for smart
and adaptive structures. Before being a viable solution
however, we must first be able to predict the complex
and highly nonlinear response of these systems, especially
when large deformations are required. It is hoped that

the models proposed here will serve as useful tools in
that regard, as they provide a good level of accuracy for
a modest amount of complexity, with the VPPB model
providing marginally less accuracy but with a simpler,
analytical formulation. In future work it would be worth-
while to develop the proposed FEA constitutive model of
the granular-jamming mechanism. The continuum model
should include the granular breaking parameter, which
causes the structure softening [74]. It could be done by
modification of Eq. (32) and taking into account the influ-
ence of the first invariant on the value of the radius of
the plasticity surface or replacing it, for example, with the
Burzynski-Drucker-Prager model described in Ref. [75].
This model is additionally able to include the dilatancy,
which is an undoubted advantage over the approach pre-
sented in this work.

Nevertheless, this work is currently ongoing to apply
these models to more complex structural designs for mor-
phing aircraft control surfaces in order to show the ability
of variable stiffness to provide a feasible compromise
between low-energy requirements for actuation and high
resistance to deformation under external loading.
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